We find a remarkable agreement between the statistics of a randomly divided interval and the observed statistical patterns and distributions found in horse racing betting markets. We compare the distribution of implied winning odds, the average true winning probabilities, the implied odds conditional on a win, and the average implied odds of the winning horse with the corresponding quantities from the "randomly broken stick problem". We observe that the market is at least to some degree informationally efficient. From the mapping between exponential random variables and the statistics of the random division we conclude that horses' true winning abilities are exponentially distributed.
Introduction
From time to time nature has a taste for simplicity. It can then be promising to treat unknown variables as purely random, using statistics that are compatible with the constraints, symmetries, or boundary conditions of the given problem, but otherwise as simple as possible. Heavy nuclei are an example of such a system; they are seemingly hopelessly complex, yet the spacings between their energy levels follow well-known statistics of random matrix eigenvalues [1, 2] . More recently, one of such statistics, the Marchenko-Pastur distribution, has been found in fluctuations of financial covariance matrices [3] , despite the strong non-Gaussian dependencies observed in real financial time series [4] . Latter example underscores the success of econophysics: Socio-economic human systems are highly non-linear [5, 6, 7, 8] and chaotic [9] , but methods borrowed from statistical physics can still be successful in describing bulk statistics of these systems.
Traditionally, econophysics has somewhat neglected a certain type of financial markets: Betting markets. This is perhaps surprising because economists, on the contrary, have studied betting markets extensively, considering them as a controlled experiment for market efficiency [10, 11, 12] , a key concept in financial economics. Because the outcome of the bet -win or lose -is definitely known after a certain time, it is straightforward to draw conclusions from the discrepancy between the implied market odds 1 and the true winning probability. If the difference is large, the market is regarded as inefficient, because its participants are not able to "price" the bet correctly. If the difference is small the market is regarded as efficient. How are the implied market odds calculated? Consider for example a horse race with n = 3 horses. Assume that after betting $X on the first horse you would get $3X if this horse wins. The "price" of a bet on the first horse is thus 3. If the price of a bet on the second horse is 2 and the price of a bet on the third horse is 6, the second horse is the favourite because the market would pay the smallest ratio of the gain (including the original stake) to the stake itself if this horse wins: Its implied winning odds are 1/2 so that the gambler's average payoff is zero.
The sum of all the implied odds must be roughly one. We know that this is not always exactly true, for example because bookmakers charge the gamblers a small fee, but for the purpose of this study these tiny deviations are not important. Each horse's implied odds thus represent a segment of the unit interval. We do not know much about horses, but we can guess the simplest statistics for these segments: Draw n − 1 numbers from the uniform distribution and cut the unit interval at each of these numbers. We thus break a stick of unit length randomly into n pieces, each of which represents the winning odds of an individual horse, participating in a race with n horses. The favourite's odds correspond to the largest segment, the second favourite's odds to the second largest segment, and so on.
This letter reports striking similarities between the empirical distribution of implied odds observed in horse racing betting markets and the order statistics of the random division of the unit interval. Moreover, we find that conditional expectations of the true winning probabilities 2 closely follow their corresponding values from the "broken stick problem", as well. We therefore conclude that the true winning probabilities of horses behave like random divisions of the unit interval, and that the market follows these statistics in the implied odds. Finally, from the well known mapping between exponential random variables and the statistics of the random division [13] we make the somewhat vague statement that horses' true "abilities" are exponentially distributed: The probability that a horse with ability X i wins against n − 1 other horses is then
in that P i follows the statistics of the broken stick problem if and only if the X i are exponentially distributed. Consider the interval [0, 1] and divide it randomly into n sub-intervals. The length of the k-th largest sub-interval, which we denote here by z (k) , has the distribution [13] 
with a + = max[a, 0]. We want to compare P[z (k) > x] to the empirical distribution of implied winning odds of horse racing betting markets. We use data collected through Betfair on 12736 races occurring across the British Isles in the period from 31/12/2011 to 15/12/2012. The average number of horses per race is 8.95. We consider only races with at least 5 horses which reduces the total number of races in our dataset to 11925. Gamblers exchange bets on horses in a limit order book. Sell orders match buy limit orders specified by volumes and lay decimal odds. Buy orders match sell limit orders specified by volumes and back decimal odds. Decimal odds quote the ratio of the payout amount, including the original stake, to the stake itself. The highest back quote is larger than the lowest lay quote 3 . The implied winning odds are defined as the reciprocal of the last matched quote before the race starts.
Consider now the implied odds of the k-th favourite horse, which we denote by Q (k) . Fig. 1 compares the ECCDF P[Q (k) > x] with the theoretical prediction P[z (k) > x] for the favourite, 2nd favourite, 3rd favourite, 4th favourite, and the horse with the least implied winning odds (the "longshot"), averaged over the number of horses in each race. The agreement is striking and calls for further investigation.
To compare the true winning probabilities to the order statistics of the broken stick problem we need to calculate average quantities. Table 1 shows the expected length of the k-th largest segment, the average empirical implied odds of the k-th favourite, and the average observed true winning probabilities of the k-th favourite, denoted by P (k) , for all races in our dataset and for three subgroups containing roughly an equal number of horses: races with 5 ≤ n ≤ 7 horses, races with 8 ≤ n ≤ 10 horses, and races with n ≥ 11 horses. The theoretical expectation of the segment lengths are calculated by taking the first moment of Eq. 2 (analytically given in Eq. 4 below) and averaging over the empirical distribution of n. Not only do the empirical implied odds correspond to the expected segment lengths but the average observed winning probabilities also follow the order statistics of the random division accurately for all horses, with the exception of the longshot. Note that our theoretical estimations of the winning odds based on the expected segment lengths are parameter free.
We observe significant discrepancies for the longshot, but the differences between its implied odds, winning probability and segment length are small for races with 5 ≤ n ≤ 7 horses and larger for races with more horses. This suggests that gamblers are not able to rank the horses precisely enough when the number of horses is large. Remember that we define the rank of the horse according to the observed implied odds. Therefore, the smallest segment may describe a horse that the market has not recognised as the weakest one. In this case the market's longshot is in reality a slightly stronger horse. This is consistent with the fact that both implied odds and winning probabilities of the longshot are larger than suggested by Eq. 2.
We also calculate the implied odds of the k-th favourite given that this horse wins. This quantity is naturally larger than the unconditional implied odds of the k-th favourite. To find the corresponding theoretical prediction consider the indicator function I (k) = 1 which is one if a random point in the interval [0, 1] lies in the k-th largest segment and zero, else. Then:
and
Eq. 3 is the theoretical prediction of the k-th favourite's odds given that this horse wins. By using well-known favourite 2nd favourite 3rd favourite 4th favourite longshot
0.3996 0.2399 0.1578 0.1024 0.0336
0.4165 0.2276 0.1503 0.0981 0.0339
0.4081 0.2407 0.1570 0.1012 0.0285 favourite 2nd favourite 3rd favourite 4th favourite longshot Table 1 : Average implied odds and winning probabilities, and expected segment lengths for (from above) all races in our dataset, all races with n ≤ 7, with 8 ≤ n ≤ 10, and with n ≥ 11. The theoretical expectation of the segment lengths are calculated by averaging the first moment of Eq. 2 over the empirical distribution of n.
favourite 2nd favourite 3rd favourite 4th favourite longshot Table 2 : Average implied odds given that the horse wins and expected segment lengths given that it contains a random point for all races in our dataset (with n ≥ 5). The theoretical expectation of the segment lengths are calculated by averaging Eq. 3 over the empirical distribution of n.
binomial identities we find from Eq. 2 after a somewhat lengthy calculation 4 that
with the partial harmonic number H n,k ≡ n j=k j −1 and Table 2 compares the implied odds of the k-th favourite given that it wins with the average length of the k-th largest segment given that it contains a random point, see Eq. 3. We observe again a good agreement between the empirical odds and the theoretical prediction (except for the longshot, see discussion above). Finally, we calculate the average initial odds of the winning horse which is 0.2148. Its theoretical prediction follows from Eq. 
which -after averaging over n -yields 0.2107, again very close to the empirical value.
To summarise, we have found a remarkable agreement between the order statistics of the randomly broken stick and the statistical properties of horse racing betting markets. We also observe that the empirical values of the implied odds and true winning probabilities are close and therefore conclude that this betting market is informationally efficient at least to some degree. Some discrepancies are found for the longshot, because gamblers probably fail to rank the horses accurately when their number is big. Assuming that the implied odds reflect to a large extent the true winning probabilities, we conclude that the "ability" of a horse can be defined in such a way that its winning probability is the ratio of its "ability" to the sum of all its competitors' abilities, provided "ability" is exponentially distributed.
